Fairy Tales and Tall Tales
vocabulary words list #1
These words will be tested ____________________________.
6 sentences will be fill in the blank and you will choose two words to create two different sentences.

1. displeases- to cause someone to feel unhappy or annoyed
example: It displeases the baseball players when their game is cancelled due to rain.

2. hesitated- to stop briefly before doing something
example: The dog hesitated before going outside in the rain.

3. curious- having a desire to learn more about something
example: The puppy was curious about the new fallen snow.

4. inspect- to look carefully at something
example: Sam’s dad asked the mechanic to inspect his car for problems before
his long trip.

5. fortune-great wealth or riches
example: Part of the king’s fortune included castles, jewels, and very fine horses.

6. merchant- someone who buys and sells goods
example: The merchant had his own market to sell his goods.

Fairy Tales and Tall Tales
vocabulary words list #2
These words will be tested ____________________________.
6 sentences will be fill in the blank and you will choose two words to create two different sentences.

1. constant- happening all the time, over a long period of time
example: The constant noise in the lunchroom was too loud to hear over.
2. determined- with a strong feeling you decide you are going to do something

example: Maddie was determined to learn to ride her bike.

3. admiration -a feeling of deep respect and liking
example: Lily had a great admiration for her younger sister, who always tried her best.

4. frontier- the unsettled part of the American West
example: Lewis and Clark explored the frontier with a skilled group of woodsman.

5. tame- not wild
example: The cowboy needed to tame his wild horse.

6. persuaded- caused to do something by asking, convincing, or arguing
example: The kids persuaded their parents to get pizza for dinner.

Fairy Tales and Tall Tales
vocabulary words list #3
These words will be tested ____________________________.
5 sentences will be fill in the blank and you will choose two words to create two different sentences

1. feats – achievements or deeds that require courage or strength
example: The acrobat landed gracefully on the mat after the last of her amazing feats.

2. challenge- a difficult task or problem
example: The math problem was a challenge, but the students were happy when
they accomplished it.

3. legendary- well-known; famous
example: Lewis and Clark blazed a legendary trail across the Louisiana Territory.

4.passengers- people traveling from one place to another in a car, bus, or train.
example: The passengers got onto the bus at the bus stop.

5. mounted- to get on or climb up
example: The cowboy mounted his horse.

